All our legal information is easily accessible through a web-based platform and can be easily downloaded and shared.
Some of the benefits of our service:

- Easy access to electronic, reliable and accurate legal information.
- Latest version of the act is available, currently in force, which eliminates any possible confusion.
- Immediate access to acts, rules and regulations. All amendments to acts, their rules or regulations, as published in the Government Gazette, are updated weekly.
- Act Index linking through to the act, amendment acts and the regulations.
- Draft regulations - full text available.
- Chronological list of all acts including titles of repealed acts.
- References to decided cases.
- Proposed amendments under a specific section of an act reflecting any proposed amendments not yet in force.
- Newsletter emailed every Friday, includes all changes to acts, rules and regulations with links to the full-text. Also includes drafts for public comment.

- Searching capabilities on act title, act number, regulation title, full-text and year.
- Incorporates daily and weekly alerts per email, if preferred, to new Government Gazette notices and Provincial Gazette notices, with links to the full-text.
- Full-text of amended acts, rules and regulations, available in HTML format for easy printing and email.
- Links are provided in the full-text between sections of an act and to other acts, where applicable.
- References to amendments, clearly displayed in the text of each act.
- Alphabetical list of acts, with dates of last amendment, is included.
- Amendment acts are available in PDF format on the act index.
- Court Forms as published in the Government Gazette.